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Poll shows students like
new registration format

Miller's Pond closed to students
KIM DOUGLASS
Assistant News Editor

WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE

Miller Lake, affectionately called
"Miller's Pond" by Wooster students, is presently undergoing a
series of changes. Private development of the land has led the Lake
Association to request that its privacy be respected, closing the
property to public use.
The property has been used by
college students and the Wooster
community as a place of recreation
since its development seventy
years ago by Wooster citizen Arthur Miller. Miller built the lake
area on two farms which he purchased, and planted 95 of the
trees that are present today.
Mindy Laverty, Miller's granddaughter. President of the Miller
Lake Community Services Association, and a graduate of the College ofWooster, says, "It's always
been private property. We've never minded people walking through
to enjoy it But we'd get lax, and
let a few people in, and it snowballs. It causes problems when
more and more people start bringing food, and camping, and fishing. Something is always left"

Arena registration, according to a
recent student poll, is successful.
83 students were selected at random to participate in the poll.
They were asked to rate arena and
"old style" registration on scales of
one to ten (one being the lowest,
ten being the highest). The average score on arena restration was
6.6; the average on old style registration was 5.4.
Of the students polled, 44 received all four of their classes; 19
received three of their four first
choices; 14 received two of their
four; three students received one
course; and three received none.
The poll used 35 first-ye24 sophomores, 19 juniors
and 5 seniors.
Students polled were also asked
to make suggestions on improving
the registration process. One first-ye"liked the arena registration
because of the security of knowing
all of his or her classes. Perhaps
more time for registration process
with advisors would help." A senior chemistry major suggested that
"you shouldn't be closed out of

Editor-in-chi-
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So or, students have not been intimidated by
"No Trespassing' signs outside of Miller's Pond.
(Photo by Mike Pepper)

.
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ways had "No Trespassing" signs
posted, but many students used the
scenic park as a retreat from the
college campus. According to
Laverty, "Students just don't realize that the lake is not part of the
college. We're not just picking on
the students because other people
in the community trespass as well.
We would just like the college
students to respect the privacy of
Miller Lake."

The Miller Lake Development
Company opened the property up
for private development one year
ago. "Now that people are paying
money for the privacy of the Lake,
we especially want people to respect it There are presently six
homes on the property, and IS
new lots. We had our first association meeting, and these private
residents said they want it private,"
says Laverty. The property has al
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classes in your major or minor,
but outside of that, it becomes difficult if not impossible to please
everyone."

Several students simply wrote
"Arena is Great," while others

sug- -'

gested that the College should
"GET RID OF ARENA IMMEDInotATELY." Another first-yeed thatarena style scored a ten "for
those with an early registration
time," and a one "for those with a
late registration time."
A junior theater major asked
"how about something personal
for once? Considering the College
says we are not numbers, why are
we treated as just another head?" said, "here's the
One first-yestory. I might want to be a women's studies major..BUT irnnltl L.
get into intra, to W.S.? No! So
how can I start on my way to my
merry major (which requires 14
credits) when I can't even get into
the intra, course? This means I
might not want to do the major I
like so I'm paying lots of S for a
ar

ar

major I don't even like!!"
A senior black studies major
noted that "the process should
re-s- ee

Poll: page 4

Wooster holds 120th commencement; Cole to address seniors
NEWS SERVICES

.

The College's 120th Commencement will take place on Monday,
May 7. The ceremony is to be
held in the Oak Grove at 10 am.
Approximately 376 seniors will
receive bachelor's degrees. In addition, Wooster will confer honorary
degrees on John W. Pocock, chair-

;

:

man emeritus of the College's
Board of Trustees, and Athena a,
professor of sculpture at Ober-li- n
Ta-ch-

-

Raymond H. Swartzback

Johnetta B. Cole

College.
The featured Commencement
speaker is Johnnetta B. Cole, president of Atlanta's Spelman College. Cole became the first black
woman president of Spelman in
1987 after a distinguished career as
a scholar and administrator. She ,

:

was a professor of anthropology at
Hunter College and a member of
the graduate faculty of the City
University of New York. Here she
also directed the Latin American
and Caribbean Studies Program.
Prior to her initial appointment
at Hunter in 1983 as a Russell
Sage Visiting Professor, Cole was
associate provost for undergraduate
education and a professor of an- thropology and
studies at the University of MassaShe also taught at
chusetts.
Washington State University and
held visiting positions at the University of California at Los Angeles, Oberlin College, and Williams College.
Cole did her undergraduate work
t at. Fisk. University, and Oberlin,
Afro-Americ-

an

--

She received a Bachelor of Arts in
sociology from Oberlin and then
earned a master's and a doctorate in.
anthropology at Northwestern University. Her scholarship has been
centered on cultural anthropology,
studies and womAfro-Americ-

an

en's studies. Two of her books,
All American Women: Lines That
Divide. Ties That Bind and An-

thropology for the Nineties are
used in college classrooms across
the country.
In 1989, she was included in the
acclaimed photography exhibit "I
Dream a World: Portraits of Black
Women Who Have Changed
America." She serves on a number of advisory boards and national
see

Cole: page 4
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Commentary:

Remembering four years at Wooster
Oh, my God. This is my last
article as a student at the College
of Wooster. Where did time go? I
still remember arriving in Lowry
Center during my first year and
wondering, "What have I gotten
myself into?"
I did not have very high expectations of what this campus would
look like being that I saw nothing
but corn fields during the drive to
Wooster. I began thinking,"What
if the College is located on a farm,
and the students have to milk cows
for their cereal in the morning?"
However, I was pleasantly surprised to find such a beautiful campus. I noticed the grounds people
work hard to keep up. Yes, I am
the kind of person who notices

these type of things.
Also, I must say that I felt awkward when I came to Wooster.

This was the first time in my life
that I went to a predominantly
White institution. Thus. I was
shocked by the small percentage of
Black students on campus during
my first year. I went to Cardinal
Ritter College Preparatory High
School in St. Louis which was apBlack. I am
proximately 99
proud to say that the college acceptance rate when I graduated from
Ritter was around
Diversity was a big factor which
attracted me to Wooster as well as
a great recruitment effort by Veronica Thomas, former coordinator
of minority admissions. However,

98.
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meant more than just a wide range
of ethnic groups physically present
on campus. When I saw the word
diversity in the Wooster brochures,
it meant that this was the place
where I would be accepted for who
I am. I did not believe that the
College was stating that I would
not face racist attitudes on campus,
but I did believe that there would
be an institutional effort to create
an educational environment which
would be conducive for the development of all its members.
see
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I discovered that there was a major
problem on this campus concerning the implementation of the idea
of diversity. I thought diversity

Opinions:
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Seniors: what is your fondest
memory of Wooster?
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My favorite memory of Wooster
was having the opportunity to
meet people with different views
and also people from different cultures. This gave me the opportunity to broaden my perspectives

My favorite memory of Wooster
was the late nights spent at Severance Art Building.
Melissa Mus Manesiotis "90

and respect others' differences.

Shelley Joyce "90
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Friendships I've made living in a
small house.
Kirk Neureiter '90

Beating the number two ranked
team of Ml Union 5 in 1987.
It was the best win of my life because everyone thought we were
.going to Jose,
Karl Pbnn W
17-1-
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Reflections on
Voice Editing:
Friends are what

--

r

really matter

"If I could have a pound for every moment
I've spent worrying.
On all the little things in life that frankly

'
.

there's no hurrying
I would be a rich man, I wanna be a
rich man soon
But going at this rate, I think that it might
well take til there's life on the moon.
Where does the time go?
Julia Fordham
Does anyone know?"
Then

M

I don't know how to start. At first, I
thought it was because I didn't have anything to saynothing to tell my readers, nothing to. tell my staff, nothing to tell my
friends...no witticisms, no reflections, no
experiences to share. But that's just a plain
old lie.
It's just that I'm scared of writing my last
words as editor-in-chiof The Wooster
Voice, of a paper that has brought me more
laughs than I can remember, more tears than
I care to count, lots of triumphs, and a few
failures. I always try to balance the good
with the badand see how I come out in the
end. That's the way I lead my life. So, in balancing, I'd do
it all again.. .not in the blink of an eye, mind you...but with
careful consideration. You don't decide to do something that
nearly completely takes over your life for two years without
some careful consideration.
Of course, that's the catch. When I first took over the Voice
I knew where I wanted to go, but I had no idea how much

.-.,
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And to the rest of the staffwell J'm not out
time it was going to take to get there.
JI remember the night when I came down to of your hair yet
Thanks for die memories.
the Voice office, a little bit buzzed, to pick
up a letter to the editor which called me a
Oh yeah. One more thing. Woos and Melis:
baby murderer. I remember some nasty letI
remember
"bias,"
and
concerning
ters
"You've got a fast car. I want a ticket to
some pretty boring issues of the Voice.
Maybejwe can make a deal.
anywhere.
developed
arts
newly
the
I also remember
we can get somewhere.
together
Maybe
administration,
on
spreads
section,
music
is
better.
Startin' from zero got
Anyplace
programs,
language
campus crime, AIDS,
Maybe
we'll make somethlose.
nothing
to
news
more
senior I.S., more controversy,
nothing
myself
Me
to prove.
got
ing.
reveI
and feature, a bigger paper, increased
I've
got a plan to
car.
You've
got
a fast
nues and readership, better equipment, and
--Tracy Chapman
here...
us
get out of
good times.
But most of all, I remember friendships. I
remember the good friends that made those I love you guys.
good times with me, and the good friends
who were there when the times weren't so
good. Isn't that what it's all about? Fifteen
years down the road, that's
whatll be important; that's
what we, as seniors, have to
hang on to.
Thanks for the memories:
Mike, Melissa L., Amy,
Becky, Jenn, Allie, Trina,
Keri, Tom, and everyone
else who made the Voice
everything I had hoped for
and so much more. Thanks
for putting up with my
gripes, my complaints, my
nitpicking and my yelling. I
hope it was worth it for you.
It certainly was for me.
n
Jaco, Melford, and
my thoughts are with
you as we go our separate (I. to r.) Ann Marie Boncella, departing editor-in-chiways.
William Van Cleave, newly selected
-
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Students attend
national conference

Burke does comparative study of
College's judicial processes

DANA DEWEESE

KRISTIN FLACHSBART
Assistant News Editor
Earlier this year, Lester Burke,
an intern in the Deans' Office, prepared a study on the functioning of
the College's Judicial System.
The purpose of this study, which
was requested by the Campus
Council, is to give the campus
community concrete information
about the decisions of the Judicial
System in order for people to better understand it.
review
It provides a seven-yeof the actions of the Judicial System in response to cases heard between the 1982-8- 9 academic years.
The system consists of three hearar

ing bodies: the Judicial Board, the
Dean's Hearing, and the Dean of
Students. Students must accept responsibility for their actions in or
der to have their case heard by the
Dean of Students. Furthermore,
the- Dean has the right to refer cases back to the Judicial Board.
The study shows that of the 82
-

'

The most common sanction given
by the entire system was conduct
probation, ranging from one-ha- lf
to one and one-ha- lf
of a semester.
Conduct probation for one semester was handed down the most, and
it was the most frequent sanction
given by both the Dean of Students and the Dean's Hearing.
The second most occuring sanction was receiving counseling with
a college psychologist Judicial
Board handed down this sanction
the most of the three hearing bod-

cases presented before the system,
36 (43.9 percent) were heard by the
Dean's Hearing, 20 (24.4 percent)
were heard by the Dean of Students, and 26 (31.7 percent) were
heard by the Judicial Board. Of
these 26 cases, six were found not
guilty.
The most frequent types of cases
heard within the past seven years
were regarding vandalism and verbal harassment. There were 1 1
cases of each, representing 13.92
percent of the 82 cases. The second most frequent case type was
theft, with 10 cases (12.68 percent), and the third most frequent
type was sexual harassment, with
9 cases (1 1.39 percent). The case
types that occurred the least in Judicial System hearings were violations of Judicial Board Sanctions,
indecent exposure, and drug distribution.
The recent study also examines
the sanctions which were handed
down by the three hearing bodies.

ies.

The third most frequent sanction
was a recorded disciplinary probation, ranging from one to two se-

mesters.
The least frequent sanction was
expulsion, given only once by the
Judicial Board. Other types of
sanctions handed down by all three
hearing bodies included community service, restitution, fines, work
penalties, and writing letters of
apology.

educational committees including
the Smithsonian Council, the
Women's Foreign Policy Council,
the American Council of Education's Commission on Women in
Higher Education, and the Editorial

Board of Anthropology and Humanism Quarterly.

Honorary degree recipient John
W. Pocock will be granted an honorary Doctor of Laws degree. He
graduated from Wooster in 1938,
Phi Beta Kappa, with a double major and honors in physics and
mathematics and a minor in drama.
A year later, he earned a Master of
Science degree in structural engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Elected a
partner of Booz. Allen, and Hamilton, Inc. in 1948, he rose to the
top ranks of the company, serving
as senior vice president and as a
member of its Board of Directors.
In 19SS, he became the president
and chief executive officer of Booz,
Allen Applied Research, Inc. He
participated in the work of the Airways Modernization Board, which
led to the establishment of the
Federal Aviation Agency.
The College, however, is recognizing Pocock for the pivotal role
he played as chair of its Board of

ference on Undergraduate Research

(NCUR).
Students of all academic disciplines submitted applications to
participate in the Conference,
which was held at Union College
in Schenectady, New York. Approximately 1,200 undergraduate
students from across the United
States and one foreign country
were chosen to present their own

andor creative projects.
Participants were asked to

also attended.

present their work as oral, slide, or
poster presentations, live or cassette tape performances, portfolios,
or exhibits.

Students were encouraged to enter their research for publication in
NCUR-9- 0
Proceedings . Brooks,
Ndegwa and Onaran had their work
published.

Poll: Students think Arena is
too early in the morning
1

would like to return to the old sysregistratem, or go to an on-lition system like the ones used at
larger universities."
Finally, a junior English major
suggested that a "combination of
might work efarena and
ne

Trustees. He was elected to that ties.
"In awarding Mr. Pocock an
body in 1957 as an alumni trustee.
He was elected chair emeritus, the honorary degree, the College is
recognizing his invaluable service
first person to be so honored.
From his earliest days on the to Wooster through three presidents, his visionary concept of
board, he has been closely intrusteeship, and his three decades
volved in the life of the College.
Over the years, he served on every of distinguished and dedicated serboard committee except the Audit vice as a volunteer to higher educaCommittee, on two Presidential tion," said Wooster President HenSelection Committees, and on nu- ry Copeland. "Above all, we are
merous ad hoc committees which recognizing that Wooster's stuhave wrestled with major problems dents benefit directly from the
fruits of his labors and dedication '
and challenges facing the College.
,
A skilled and experienced fund to his alma mater."
an
awarded
will
Athena Tacha
be
raiser, Pocock played a major role
Fine Arts dehonorary
Doctor
of
in the College's Centennial Camgree. Bom in Larissa, Greece, she
paign in 1961 and helped plan the
holds a Master of Arts in sculpture
Campaign for Wooster in 1979.
Under his leadership, the Board from the National Academy of
Fine Arts in Athens. She earned
was formulated into its present efhistofective committee structure which another master of art in art
College
and a docry from Oberlin
serves as a model for other indeParpendent colleges. He instilled in torate from the University of
curais. Since 1963, she has been
board members a high sense of reof modern art for Oberlin's Altor
sponsibility for the welfare of the
institution. He developed many len Art Museum. She joined the
Oberlin faculty in 1973 and is curfacets of the College's current adrently
a professor of sculpture.
ministrative structure.
In
addition
to her distinguished
Pocock is a prominent consulas
historian, Tacha is
an
art
career
tant to national and international
Since the
practicing
a
artist
educational bodies, including more
widely recogshe
has
been
than 60 other boards of trustees.
practi- foremost
the
one
as
of
nized
He served as director and chair of
the Association of Governing
see Pocock: page 5
Boards Of Colleges and Universi- mid-1970- 's,

.

College of Wooster seniors who
were invited to the Conference
were biology majors Matthew
Portner and Deborah Coss, political science major Rachelle Brooks,
and political scienceEnglish major
Stephen Ndegwa. Each senior presented hisher I.S. project
Two juniors, Yalman Onaran, a
sociologyeconomics major, and
Tom Blackford, a mathematics major, also presented their I.S. projects.
Two members of the Sophomore
Research Program, Eric Parks, a
classical studies major, and Laurie
Naranch, a political science major,

research

main the way it was prior to arena.

graduation

1

Last Thursday through Saturday,
eight College of Wooster students
attended the Fourth National Con-

continued from page

Cole: Spelman President j&ddresses Wooister

continued from page

Copy Editor

It was more efficient Arena
scheduling is confusing and stressful." A junior philosophy major
suggested that "it is too much of a
hassle to do arena registration. I

old-styl- e"

fectively.

From the Grapevine
Well, the time has finally arrived! Yes, that's right, Katie and Kilty
are at it again doing that voodoo that they do so welL Their third an
nual formal , held at the Lamplight Lounge rather than the usual hop- pin' spot the F.OJE., will take place this Friday night This year's
formal should provide some very interesting twists and twists. If
you were among the fortunatos mat received invitations to this bash,
be prepared to encounter the expected, the exhilarating, and the
attire required of the guests. Last
The expected is the
year's formal was held late in the fall, and with the weather on the
chilly side, dudes and dudettes displayed their black taffetas and crush
velvets. Of course, there were those dressed in less
threads. Whatever your fashion opinion, though, you can best be
lieve that Kate H., Joe K., Paige S., Melissa M., Rio M.. Mark G.,
and Janet G., will be dressed to the nines.
The exhilarating will most probably be the bartending of Steve YL,
Pam
and on the flipside will be the jamming of Meghan H., Mike
K., and Nate R. You can also excite yourself in the gleeful laughter
of John D., Sean M Bobby S.. and Zach S. If you're lucky, yoaH
Siobhan W Eric D Erik
see the happy faces of Sarah S., Anna
D., and Sandy A.
If you're also among those who did not plan on attending this get
together because of conflict with either of the hostesses, you're at a
is unparalled to missing a "Helluva"
loss. Difficulty in
party. On that note. 111 see you there; and, in the words of the great,
contemporary American poet, Don Cornelius, "Peace, love, and
semi-form- al

fashion-conscio-

I.

co-existe-

soul!"
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Pocock: Three honorary degrees
bestowed during Monday's ceremonies

outdoor works merging
sculpture, landscape design and architecture.
Substantial works Of her public
art are on display at several sites in
Northeast Ohio, including on the
Case Western Reserve University
campus and in the Vine Street
Park in Oberlin. Over the last IS
years, she has created major outdoor works in 24 American cities.
"In awarding Athena Tacha this
honorary degree, the College is
joining critics the world over in
recognizing her substantial record
od achivement in art, particularly
embodied in her major works for
public settings and her commitment to creating art which is accessible to all," said Copeland.
As of now, 376 seniors are estimated to graduate. However, the
Registrar's Office is still receiving
audits from senior advisors and are
waiting for reports of unsatisfacto- Large-sca- le

Students find Copeland and Williams most
recognizable administrators on campus
WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE

continued from page 4
doners of public, cosmocentric art,
particularly in her creation of

Page .5

Editor-in-chi-

of students polled who could
point himher out in a crowd

ef

120

A recent Voice poll of 120 ranHenry
domly selected students suggests
3 80
Copeland
that Dean of the Faculty Yvonne
Williams and President of the ColKen
lege Henry Copeland are the most
350
Plusquellec
recognizable administrators on
campus. Students were asked if
Sophie
372
they could "point out" nine separWisniewski
ate administrators in a crowd.
Then they were asked if they had
374
Sylvia Young
ever had reason to meet with each
of the nine. Associate Dean of
Dwayne Davis rj
376
Students Sophie Wisniewski had
met with the highest percentage of
Yvonne
Z382
students polled.
Williams
Besides Copeland, Williams and
John W. Pocock
Wisniewski, the poll included
Lenora
358
Dean of Students Ken Plusquellec,
Barnes-WrigAssistant Dean of Students Sylvia
ry grades. Of the 376 students, 82
Young, Director of Residential
358
11
L
percent are white,
percent are
Jim Citron
of
Davis,
Director
Dwayne
Life
'
international students, six percent
are black, and less than one percent the Office of Black Student Affairs
Hayden
372
Director of
are American Indian, Hispanic, and Lenora Barnes-Wrigh- t,
Schilling
the Office of International Student
American Asian. The class of
This chart shows the results of a. recently'.
Affairs Jim Citron, and Vice Presi1990 is fairly equally divided in
conducted Voice poll. 120 students were
dent for Academic Affairs Hayden
gender, 52 percent being male.
polled. The bars represent how many of the
Schilling. Administrators were seSt&.y
lected based on their direct respon- .
- . administrator:
sibilities to the student body.
Babcock to visit administrator
Certain administrators also apAs some students pointed out,
Davis.
College
various
Dwayne
varyin
more
often
pear
have
various administrators
administrators' like
Moreover,
Citron,
publications.
ing degrees of visibility.
is
their assistants as
use
office
Young's
Plusquellec
examFinally,
while
Williams, and Schilling, for
Lowry
liasons.
in
student
conveniently located
ple, also teach courses at the
Center, students must travel to
ht

"
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Opinions: Ferguson reflects on time spent at
Wooster
als to possess. Finally, I have also
believe that I have grown as of
re-

continued from page 2
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Athena Tacha next to one of her art pieces

My experiences at Wooster have
enabled me to understand the importance of holding on to one's
convictions. It is equally important to listen to the concerns of
others. For example, the sit-i- n of
last spring took place because of
an historical neglect of the issues
and concerns directly pertinent to
the concerns of Black students at
Wooster. I use the word "directly"
because the quality of life of Black
students on this campus affects the
overall quality of Wooster. I believe that it is imperative that the
administration here at the College
listen and take measures to remedy
the concerns of students which
consistently come to their attention. Overlooking problems only
make them bigger.
I would not trade my Wooster
experience for anything. It has
been a real challenge for me, and I

discovered that I enjoy helping
others. It is truly a wonderful feel-

sult of it
I have learned so much, and I
have met many brilliant individuals. I have also met some not so
brilliant people. But, Wooster has
shown me even more that honesty
is an essential quality for individu

ing.
Peace,
MELFORD FERGUSON
Opinions Editor
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Reeves' I.S. concludes yearly series at Wooster
SHIREEN BEHZADI

Assistant Editor

3-dimen-

tut

-

t

-
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The final senior art I.S. exhibit
for this year is entitled "Off The
Wall," presented by Martha
Reeves. The exhibit can be seen
in the Mackenzie Gallery through
Saturday, May 28.
presentation
This
follows along the same creative
vein as the rest of this year's senior art majors. Reeves, who studied art in Italy last summer, found
that she was becoming a little
turned off by "traditional" art and
decided that she wanted to try and
do something a little different for
her I.S.
When she came back to school,
she tried to think of something
new to do. Finally she came up
with the idea of using idioms.
The more she thought about her
work and what she wanted to do.
Reeves said "language and art are
often misused. People just don't
always think of the real meaning
behind the words they use. In this
way I decided to use idioms that
just about anyone can relate to."
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too crowded." Also, the fact that
she spent approximately a month
or more on each piece allowed her
to create "eleven pieces that were
exactly what I wanted instead of
fifteen pieces that weren't quite
right" Reeves created everything
in her exhibit except for the one
painting in "Hands Off The Art"
which she got from Good WilL
Reeves feels that she got the response that she was looking for
since she embarked on this project Each piece of art is able to
stand on it's own while the
aspect and the humor ("Face Lift"
and "Hands Off The Art") tie them
all together as a unit What she
did to interpret each phrase was
fun and captivating to view.
Some of the pieces even got the
viewer involved without the viewer realizing it In this respect,
"You Kill Me" and "You're A
Drip" were her best pieces. But
this, by no means, detracts or lessens the accomplishments of her
other nine pieces.
Reeves holds fast to her personal .
belief that art can be whatever a ;
person wants it to be. "Art should
3-- D

Bang!: Reeves presents "Off The Wall" (Photo by

Mike Pepper)

medium beReeves chose the
cause she wanted her art to "run off
the canvas, over the edge and reach
out and communicate with the
viewer."
When she first began this project. Reeves had decided to do fifteen different pieces that would
encompass a wide range of idioms
from violence ("Bull's Eye" and
3-- D

.

"You Kill Me") to romance
("Swept Away"). However, as she
began work on each piece she decided to cut the number to eleven.
"At first I didn't think that I would
have enough to fill the gallery
with only eleven pieces. But now
I'm glad that I didn't do more. Fifteen would have been too much.
This gallery would .have seemed

Reel to Reel
Company

be more than what you see in a
museum or den. I do not believe
that art should be confined to boxes and borders." Through this exhibit Reeves' talents and ingenuity will be able to appeal to a vast
range of viewers, be they young or
old.

After graduating from Wooster,
Reeves plans on returning home
to Richmond, Virginia. Eventually, she plans on going into the
field of art in the areas of fashion
design, art therapy, or teaching
young children.

7 all the
From April
Senior art majors will present a
group exhibit in Frick's lower
Gallery. If you haven't had the
chance to see any of these exhibits
this semester in their full presentation, this will be your final chance
to catch them. On a final note, I
would like to extend my congratulations to the art majors of the
Class of 1990. You all did a superb job and your talents should
not go unrecognized. I wish you
luck in all your future artistic
29-M-
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Sabot and.

This week's guest film critic is
Brian Yocum.

I Love You To Death. To sum it
up, there is this Italian man who
likes women. Lots of women.
Unfortunately for him, his wife
believes in one man, one woman.
So she, her mother, and some
friends plan to cut short his amorous life. Very amorous. We can
give this much of the plot away
because it really happened. Real- 'y- -

BY: So I'm flipping through my
Newsweek last week and see a review about this same Film. I'm
thinking to myself, lets see how

KS: The previews were hilarious.
With a cast that included Tracy
Ullman, Kevin Kline, William
Hurt and Keanu Reeves, how could
it possibly go wrong? Based on a
true but nonetheless hilarious story, what more could you ask?
BY: I found myself in hysterics
through most of the movie. I
thought that Joan Plowright as
Ullman's Yugoslavian mother was
wonderful. Best line, "Don't think
of them as drug addicts, think of
them as murderers." I even
thought that William Hurt was the
most expressive he's been since
Kiss of the Spider Woman so
maybe he's a better character actor.

much they liked this movie.
Well, they didn't In fact, they
hated it....Why, Kalhy, Why?!?!

KS: Well, Newsweek' s wasn't
the only negative review of it
(sorry, Brian).
BY: No, No, how could this

KS: Okay, it may have been stupid in parts and a little slow and
maybe unbelieveable. But, hey, I
come from an
Italian-Yugoslavi-

an

family and I KNOW these people.

The critics said Kline overdid his
role but this man WAS SOME

-

OF MY RELATIVES. Besides,
what's wrong with an overblown
black comedy?

BY: I've met Kathy's relatives.
Trust her!! But seriously, the film
is pretty harmless and has a lot of
genuinely funny scenes. Listen, if
you liked Bill and Ted's Excellent
Adventure and Moonstruck you'll
like this movie, too.

In

Arts and Music in the Area

Information compiled by Shawn Perry, ArtsMusic Editor

ART EXHIBIT: The College of Wooster Art Museum will be
presenting the exhibit Ohio Landscape I: Mark Hackworth, Lola ff
in the upper gallery from March
and Deborah Morrissey-McGo- ff
7. In the lower gallery an exhibit of compiled works from
7.
the Senior Art majors will be presented from April
Is-ro-

25-M-

KS: We thought wading through
the slow parts was worth it.
When the movie was over, I called
people and told them to GO SEE
THIS MOVIE. Then I started
reading all those negative reviews
and thought "where did I go
wrong?" And you know, I don't
think I did.
And to sum up, Sylvia Young
says, and I quote, "This film is
OOOOKAY!!" GRADE: B.
Have a great summer and GO SEE
LOTS OF FILMS.

and Around Wooster...

ay

29-M- ay

FILM FESTIVAL: The Athens Center for Film and Video will
present the 17th annual Athens International Film and Video Festival at Ohio University in Athens, Ohio. The festival gives people
the chance to see films that otherwise might languish in New York
or Los Angeles and involves film and video competitions for cash
prizes, screenings and lectures by guest artists, and feature screenings
of some of the most prominent and controversial films and videos of
the past year. Among the feature films will be Roger and Me, one
of 1989's most controversial films; Let's Get Lost, a stunning portrait of Chet Baker and his jazz lifestyle; and Water and Power, examining the city of Los Angeles and its relationship with- - water
through a series of optical and live action effects. The festival will
begin on Friday, April 27 and run until the following Saturday on
May 5. Additional information can be obtained by calling Corrinne
Colbert at (614)
593-133- 0.

Feature
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Student leaders steer organizations towards
MASANKHO K. BANDA
Staff Writer

It is that time of the year when
student organizations hold elections, reflect on the past year, and
look to the future. New strategies
are shaped, new goals created, and
attempts are made to reach a wider
population of the campus. It is a

looking forward to having a good
year-o- ne
in which understanding
between different groups would
grow in a positive way.

ture president of the Network, it
was clear to me that networking
would figure high on the Network's agenda. As most organizations know, funding is always a
big problem and it is important
that networking is encouraged..
One of the main projects that the
network will be looking into will
be the integration of community
service into the College curriculum. The committee is excited to
work with this project and hopes
by
that it will be
both faculty and students.
The finance
Germaine
Temple and Miles Simmons, will
be working on a project called
"Mixing it up." This will be a
forum to discuss a wide range of
subjects. The Network will also be
working to increase the number of
students that attend the Campus

International

Students
Association:

Akshita Gandhi, the new president of ISA, like Teddie Bonds of
time when disappointment BSA, also wished to expand memabounds, because the problem of bership in the Association by enscarce resources rears its head couraging more international and
again. I talked with the new leaders American students to join. She reof the following organizations to alized mat it would be necessary to
get a sense of their new vision and come up with even more innovathe directions in which they tive programs to keep the members and the rest of the campus inwished to take their respective organizations: International Stuterested in the program. With the
dents Association, Black Students drastic cut backs in funding, she,
Association, Wooster Volunteer together with her committee, were
Network, and the Women's Realready beginning to talk about
source Center.
for next year. These
would
serve a dual purBlack Students
pose. Fundraising, of course,
Association:
would be one of them, while the
Lillian Teddie' Bonds, the new second would be increasing awarepresident of this organization, be- ness about the international world
gan by expressing concern about by inviting more speakers to the
the decrease in membership in this campus to speak on various interorganization. The organization national issues.
has already put together a questionnaire which has been sent to all Wooster Volunteer
Network:
the black students on campus.
Building up on a very good
The questionnaire is aimed at findyear,
the new committee is excited
has
ing out why membership
able to take the direction that
be
to
dropped. Teddie felt that this was
a good opportunity to find out the the Network, under the able guiddirection that the organization ance of the two Amy's who are the
has been going
should take. She also talked about outgoing
the Diversity Conference and ex- even a step further. Innovative propressed the desire to have an even gramming and increased awareness
larger conference next spring. With about community service possibilities are the two main aims of the
regard to the conference, she exThis would serve to inNetwork.
plained that her committee would
crease
the
number of students
work on dispelling some of the
programs.
on
working
misconceptions that had arisen out
Speaking to Brian Yocum, fu- this year's conference. She was

At Big BrothersBig Sisters We Think
Our Volunteers Are The Best
We would especially like to thank
our College o Wooster volunteers.
Dave

Pauline

Tracy
Rachelle
Christina
Craig

Sharon
Stephanie
Roger

Lori

Brian

Andy

Jeff

Doug

3JIG BROTHERS

3IO SISTERS OFAMERICA

2692 Akron Rd.

Wooster

264-817- 8

the campus and the community.
They cannot do this effectively if
they do not hear from those whom
they wish to benefit.. Students
need to get involved, give them
feedback, so that they can cease to
exist in a vacuum. Your ideas are
always welcome and your participation even more.

Women's Resource
Center:

Speaking to Elizabeth Harrell
and Bonnie Weddle, I got a clear
sense that the WRC was definitely
making big strides into the future.
This year they had worked to make
the facilities of the center more ac--,
cessible to students. . In 199091
Bonnie Weddle and Mary Lucal
will be the co - chairs. Both
stressed, however, mat they did not
want to to distance themselves
Outreach Opportunity League from the other students and that
(COOL) conference which will be the positions were merely for the
held in New Orleans next spring sake of a semblence of order and
break.
organization. In their view, the
It is evident that all these student WRC is an informal organisation
groups have plenty in common. which encourages member particiWhat is most striking, however, is pation in the administrative work.
the fact that they all lament the The library has been recatalogued
lack of student participation. Thes$ and their notice board has been
groups were established to benefit
co-chai- rs,

fund-raise- rs

Volunteer Appreciation Week

academic year

well-receiv- ed

fund-raise- rs

co-chai- rs,

90-9- 1

.

.

given a facelift and kept updated
with interesting and thought-provokiarticles. They were in

ng

agreement that they wished to continue this expansion.

They realized that their collection of books and films had not.
been updated for a while. Even
though they had plenty of books
and films, they felt it necessary to
keep up to date by acquiring new
material. They were also planning
to bring noted author and feminist
Mary Daly to campus as a guest
speaker. Her work includes books
such as GynJEcology and Beyond
God the Father.
is
also very prominent on their agenda.
The Black Women's Organization and Dene house (women's in
terracial program) were both very
positive programs and the WRC
wishes to work with them even
more in the coming year. Harrell
also expressed a desire for interna- tional women on campus to form
an organization, possibly under the
umbrella of the ISA,' so that am
other dimension could be added to
the dialogue that was prevalent on
the campus.
v - Co-sponsori-

ng

'

Putting papers under the door... .
I usually hate to start a paper, to see into the office. The paper is
but I love to finish it Often I get gone.
"You son of a.."
so attached to my ideas, I don't
"Hey! If I weren't here, you'd
part
with
One
them.
to
of
want
me
have
things
for
to hand it in personally! So
to do
. the hardest
when I am on a paper high is to lighten up and stop movin' around.
slide the thing under my profs You look stupid out there in the
door and wave goodbye.
Never has the bottom of
a door inspired so much
anxiety, that anonymous black slit speaks a
thousand words of doom
when I'm reluctant to
part with my words.
DAVID COOGAN
"Mmm, mmm. I love
papers on Faulkner.
Give it here, friend!"
hall!"
"Nothin" doin'!"
Obediently, I get up and walk
"Cmon, ya chicken?"
away.
Without a shred of dignity,
you
won't
I
"Well how do know
building.
the
I exit
eat it!"
eatIf the black crack really could
"Who said anything about
speak, what would it sound like? I
ing?"
Cautiously, I push the pages into can hear a lame computer voice
saying, "Thank you. Now get the
the twilight zone.
hell out of here" every time I slide,
"Wow. A laser writer copy.
This is pretty good. Yup, I'm a paper under the door. Of course,
it would be a novelty at fast, peopretty impressed with this...hey!
ple sticking the Voice under just to
where's the bibliography?"
Frantically, I drop to my knees, hear the message. And if the profs
then to my side, then to my back.. could control the message, we
Squirming like a goofy extra from might hear guilt trips such as.
a Paula Abdul sex video, I attempt

On My Mind

"O.K., Ill take it this time, but
next time, plan ahead.". Or bribes
such as, "Thank you far your patronage. Twenty-fiv-e
dollars ts the
" "
late fee."
would
get off
Profs and students
on this. But I think profs would
like it better if they could
see how stupid we look in
front of their door, snaking
a
around for a glimpse into
their office. Why we do it
makes no sense. Wherein
the world could the paper
be but on the other side of
the door?
To My Readers:

Thank you for your compliments and your complaints. Your
feedback has had a lasting impression on me.
Before I go, I would like to say
that if laughter really is good medicine, let students,faculty, and employees of the College of Wooster
laugh at themselves, as 1 have
laughed at myself all year. May
the humor illustrate our common
experiences and slowly reveal how
similar we all are. That's it.
Thanks for reading "On My Mind"
this year.
David Coogan

.
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I am headed to the
I am planning on attending a
I am hopefully beaded to the University of
Washington, Seattle--I'still waiting to
hear. I'm hoping to go to grad school for
an M.F.A. in directing, but that's still
pretty up in the air. I've also been thinking
lot about the field or special effects
At
makeup (talk about specialization)!
times, though, I think about this certain
McDonald's...
m

Theater-Directin-

I am going to Chicago to

I plan to go directly to law
school if accepted for fall
term. If not, I hope to work
in the field of lawlegal services and go to law school
in the near future.
Chris Hyland
History

Katie O'Grady
g

be entering Kent
State's Translating and Interpreting master's program in
August. I received a scholarship and a graduate assistAlso, I will
ant position.
be returning to France and
study there in the near future
(as part of the program)!
Lori Gillman.

ing in Ohio. I wiU be studying either law or environmental policy.
Mary Calder
International Relations

get a job with a newspaper,

publishing

company,

magazine. I want to continue my writing career and get
published some day.
Shireen Behzadi

unications-advertising.

After Emerson, I hope to be
placed in an advertising firm
and go forward from there.
Rebecca Stevens

State University as a teaching assistant in physics in
the fall
Dennis Kuhl
.

I will be attending the OSU
College of Medicine beginning in the fall of '90.
Nancy Irvine
Chemistry Major.

English

continue at Emerson College
for graduate study in comm-

I will be going to Michigan

Richard Brown
English

or

Communications

Physics
The Washington, D.C., area
is my destination.
I am
hoping to find a job as an
intern or in some entry level
position. Bnt if that doesn't
work, I'll probably be
in some cheap dive
Georgetown.
in
lison Parsons

I will

I am headed to Tokyo, Japan, to learn Japanese as
well as history and culture
of Japan.
Also, I plan to
teach English wherever I am,
and to earn enough money so
that when I return to the
United States I will be able
to carry out a job search or
be able to pay for graduate
school (business).
'Kirk Neureiter
'History

"

NH

WA
MT

ND

ID

VI

SD

be attending
University, where
we have a joint internship

Stanford

IL

CO

CA

VA

N

AZ

OK

I am headed off to graduate
school. I hope to someday
be a nutty college profes-

SC

AR

NM

I am going to work as a cu
rator in EI Prado in Spain.
Andrea Gomes
English-Ar- t
History

ll(ll'Klfll)(l

MD
I'm headed to Philadelphia,
where I will be the program
coordinator for a residence
previously housing homeless
men. Types of programs being developed include adult

courses,

MS

AL

basic education
adult literacy courses, job
training, and resume1 and
budgeting workshops.

GA

TX

Amy Kaltenmark

sor.

,

Sociology

Dave Coogan

English

FL

ering working at Dean Witter Reynolds,
Baker, and McKenzie, or Northwest Mutual, but I am waiting for other job offers. I
will go on to graduate school in a couple
of years. For two months this summer, I

ship
will be crewing on the square-rigge- d
Druzhba, along with 120 other Americans
and Soviets. The voyage will have stops
in Istanbul, North Africa, the Canary Islands, and Bermuda. At the end of the voyage, I will receive a coast guard license.
In the fall I will be on a traveling graduate
study program in Australia. We will stop
in Brisbane, Sydney, Canberra, Melbourne,
and other cities in the country. In January
I will begin working.
Peter Mark

History

I will be working under a
Howard Hughes grant at the
California Primate Research
Center for the summer.
Then, I will attend graduate
school in comparative psychology at the University of
California, Davis. I will be
continuing my work with
monkeys (which I did for
Plus, Amy
senior I.S.).
Burgess ('94) and I will be
living together.
Andrea Vinci

Psychology

School of Social Work at
Washington University in
I will study
St. Louis.
mental health and specialize
Thus, I
in management.
employment
plan to enter
assistance programming.

attend graduate school in social work, and I'JUU probably
be at the Catholic University of America.
-Allison Hodaet

Philosophy

I plan to continue my study in flute performance at either Northwestern, University
of Illinois, or University of North
na. I want to work towards getting. a mas-

ter's degree in music performance and also
musicology.
I then plan to continue my

studies, and work towards my doctorate degree In flute performance. Ultimately, I
want to teach flute, and possibly music
history at the college level. I also want to
audition for orchestral playing positions
and possibly play in a small ensemble as
Kimberly McConl
Musk Performance

going to graduate
school (University of Florida) for inorganic chemistry.
I plan to get my Ph.D. and
then go into industry.
Daniel D. Vanderlende
Chemistry

I will be attending The
Brown
George
Warren

ie Washington,. D.C., area
is my destination. I hope to

well.

I am

At the present time, I am seriously consid-

'

Minor

NC

I plan to work for a couple
of years, and then earn my

Rl

IN

W

History and English

Economics

1

MO

KS

I am headed to Europe where

PA

IA

NB

NV

the historical and social
ramifications of dwindling
education programs in His
panic sections of California.
Bill Grubb and Pete Mack

Business

in Anthropology

NY
--

graduate program researching

ng

Sociology- - Tracking

OR

We will both

Vivek Batra

wai-tressi-

ME

French

M.B.A.

ingham Browne and Nichols
or the Shady Hill School,
both of which are private coeducational day schools In
Cambridge.
Both programs
also offer a master's of education degree through Lesley
College, so I will take advantage of that as well.
Joshua McKain
'Sociology Major

a master of architecture.
Tania R. Lnkowsky
I plan on enjoying the final
Art History
summer of freedom before I

want to study in India,
translating esoteric Buddhist
and Hindu texts into Eng

lish.

I hope to do an Intern teach
lag program at either Buck-

I am headed off to graduate
school where I hope to earn

ty of Chicago. My plans include receiving a Ph.D. in
phenomenology and history
which entails
of religion,
the study of Sanskrit, Hindi,
German, and French. I also

I will either be heading back
home to Wisconsin or stay-

graduate studies (master's)
program in geology at the
University of British Colombia, Vancouver, Canada.
Devi Nadaraju
Geology

Universi-

Pase 9

I am going to Duke University to get my master's degree in. Southeast Asian history.
Eventually I wonld
like to teach at a college or

university.
Jeff Burt
.History

--

I plan to pursue a master's
degree in piano performance
at the University of North
Carolina-Greensbor- o.

I have been accepted at foui
schools for a master's pro

Melford Ferguson
Black Studies

I'm headed to the Northeast
part of Ohio, where I plan to
spend a lot of time raising
my daughter Emilee. I also
plan to attend graduate
.

school part time!
Kimberly Luckrtng
Speech Sciences
and Disorders

gram in computer science. II
will probably be at Miami
University of Ohio, since I
have a departmental assist-antshMy plans
there.
may change if I get accepted
elsewhere with an assistant-shi- p.
ip

Amit Tibrewal
Computer Science

I'll be working at the Bub
ble Room on SaaibelCaptira Island- -a
As of May 20,

really fun, trendy restaurant-- - for a year or
so. On November 24, 1990; Aaron Davies
and I are getting inarried here in Wooster.
Hopefully
We win both live' on Sanibel.
in the fall of 91 . we will enter the Peace
Corps for two years! 7'"Vv-i- '
Elizabeth Lane ,

Communication Studies.
Theater minor';.

.

7'...

Even-

tually, I would like to obtain a doctorate in music
history. In addition, I am
getting married at the end of

May..

James M. Doering
Piano Performance
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Committee reports on student opinions of the library
campus in order to assess the
strengths and weaknesses of this
crucial resource, and to solicit suggestions from the patrons. AlCole served on the Library Committee during the past year. These though most of the data gathered
are the committee'sfindings.
need further analysis, a few preliminary results are available based on
When asked their opinion, almost 70 percent of College of a 50 percent response rate for faWooster students find the atmos- culty (70 questionnaires were rephere in Andrews Library conduturned of the 140 distributed) and
cive to studying. This is just one 41 percent response rate for stuof the many findings from the dents (238 of 575 distributed).
questionnaire distributed to all faOver 70 percent of faculty and
culty and a large sample of the stustudents report using the library
dent body in
one or more times a week. AlLast fall, the Library Committee most all of the faculty (96 percent)
decided to conduct a
reported that the hours the library
study of the library facilities on is open meet most of their needs.
MAUREEN COLE
Guest Writer

mid-Februar-

y.

full-sca- le

however this was true for only
of the students.
The most frequently used units
of the library arc the book collection (86 percent of faculty and 88
percent of students), the journal
collection (90 percent 73 percent
respectively), and the references
(50 percent and 70 percent).
Over half of the students and faculty find the journal holdings insufficient for their needs (58 percent and 55 percent respectively).
On the other hand, over half find
the book collection to be sufficient
(52 percf nt and 63 percent respectively). The majority (about 85
percent) find the government docu
two-thir-

ds

Unsung Hero:

Mastrine coordinates Copeland's activities
ANN SCHMTTZ
Staff Writer
'

Many students seem to believe
that the College shuts down whenA
they leave for vacations or the"
summer. That, of course, is not
true. Just ask Bettye-J- o Mastrine,
President Henry Copeland's secretary.
"I get tired of being asked when I
go on vacation, because I don't,
said Mastrine, one of the many
people who work all year long to
keep the campus running smoothly.
Mastrine, a North Carolina naJunior
tive, attended
College in North Carolina, where
she studied to be a medical secretary. In 1978 she moved to Ohio
and 1 1 years ago she began working here at the College in Secretary
Services, the College's secretarial
pool. She later went on to serve
as Hayden Schilling's secretary
when he held the position of Dean
Lees-McR-

ae

of Admissions.

I found working in admissions
very rewarding," commented Mastrine. "I worked with many students, some of whom still come to
visit me."
For five and a half years now
Mastrine has served as the president's secretary, a job which she
finds both enjoyable and rewarding.
When asked what President Cope-lan- d
was really like Mastrine
smiled and stated, " He is a wonderful person to work for and he
really cares deeply about the

ment holdings to be sufficient for
their needs.
The preliminary data indicate
that most users are satisfied with
the current loan policies for books
and periodicals, with more of the
faculty finding the policies fair and
adequate (96 percent for books and
89 percent for journals) than was
true for the students (86 percent
and 77 percent).
One area where there was substantial difference between students' and faculty's perception was
in their satisfaction with the
loan service. Whereas 89
percent of the faculty were satis
inter-libra- ry

fied, only 68 percent of the students were. It is not possible to
conclude from this preliminary
analysis if this difference is due to
IS alone, although 42 percent of
the surveyed students reported that
they were in the process of doing
IS.
Student respondents identified
themselves as: 26 percent first-yestudents, 20 percent sophomores, 29 percent juniors, 24 percent seniors, and one percent other
classification, while faculty respondents were: 40 percent full
ar

see Library: page 11

Students make plans for
summer internships
SARA SUTHERLAND
Staff Writer

and learning better techniques in
labs."
"I am working with Dr. Peter
College
of Havholm for four weeks in the
A large number of
English department We will be
Wooster students are gaining
writing programs that will allow a
field
their
in
of
experience
able
'
1 'A
v
' study this summer through interm student to create a model of a literships. Internships on campus, ary theory on the hypercard
mostly in conjunction with the hypertalk Macintosh program.
Sophomore Research Program and This program will be a tool for
programs, offer English students," explains sophovarious
a chance for students to earn mon- more double English and theater
ey while gaining knowledge in an major Scott Dixon. He continues, "This internship will be sheer
area they enjoy.
Cameron Maneese, coordinator pleasure because it is a project in
of the Student Research Office, my major. I also think it will be
a unique resume credit for graduate
supplied various names of internschool. It's unusual for undergradexactly
ship
are
students.
What
I
uates to do research of this type."
the duties the students will be responsible for while working with
"I am working with COSEN
internships? What are the stu(Carol inasOhio Science Education
the
Betty Jo Mastrine manages to keep control of the Presidents hoping to gain through these Network) in Greenville, South
dent's office despite hectic schedule. (Photo by Mike
experiences?
Carolina, for ten weeks. My inPepper)
"Ill be working at The National ternship is the study of "NMR synthesis of platinum and palladium
This time of year is usually a is genuinely interested in students Cancer Institute in Frederick, Maand in the life of the College. She ryland, for ten weeks studying speALKENE complexes.' Ill be writvery busy one for the president's
ing a paper with Dr. Laura Wright.
office, which handles most of the enjoys all of her activities, and the cific DNA sequences where carciThen in September 111 be presentcommencement activities. On an pleasure she derives from her nogens bind," reports junior chemistry major Elizabeth Smith, who ing a speech and lecture at Duke
everyday basis, however, Mastrine friendships shines through everythjunhas had two previous internships.
University," commented
is responsible for handling the ing she does."
Finally, on a more personal She continues, "It will help prechemistry major Pam
enormous amount of phone calls
ior
field I Wright She continued, "From
note, Mastrine is the mother of pare me for the
and visitors that the president reschool."
will pursue in graduate
this internship I will be able to
ceives, and types everything from Erich Riebe, who is best known
"I will be travelling to Panama learn all about the NMR machine,
letters of response to trustee and for his excellence on the court as a
for a month with Dr. Loveless to as well as get helpful research exfaculty minutes, which is no small member of the Fighting Scots basketball team. When asked what it study population biology on plant perience."
feat according to Copeland. Masspecies," reports sophomore biolwas like working so close to her
Each of these internships will
trine is also rumored to be a genson, Mastrine remarked, "it has its ogy major Dot Verbrugge. She enhance the education received here
ius at finding things in the president's huge filing cabinets. When good points and bad points. The continues, "Well be collecting at the college with extensive
data for four weeks in Panama, hands-o- n training in specific areas.
asked about this, she modestly bad point being that sometimes I
then
well come back to campus Students interested in these internsecrea
As
accessible."
am
almost
was
part
of
too
stated that it
for
weeks and review our resix
deships should contact Cameron MaeverythMastrine
for the good points,
tary's job to know where
Dr.
pubLoveless
will
sults.
then
neese,
placed.
coordinator of the Student
clined to comment, not wanting to
ing in the office is
Research Office.
Copeland was more than willing further embarrass her son. What a lish our findings. I'm looking forward to getting research experience
to comment on his secretary, "She Mom!

y
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Unsuna Hero:

Plummer keeps College finances under control
SHIREEN BEHZADI

Assitant Editor

If you have ever wondered who
is in charge of helping to keep the
College's finances organized, remember this nameJohn Plummer. Since 1960, Plummer has
been associated with the College.
In 1964 he graduated with a B.A.
in economics. He then went to
the University of Michigan where
he received his M.B.A. in 1966.
During a visit to Wooster in the
fall of '66, Plummer was offered a
teaching position by a faculty
member in the economics department.
Plummer taught
From 1966-6In the
accounting.
and
economics
accounthe
he
became
'69
fall of
tant supervisor. But even though
he transfered departments in the
College, he continued to teach accounting through the .1978 school
year. At one point during his
teaching career, current professor
in the economics department John
Cook was one of Plummers stu9,

dents.

As the accountant supervisor,
Plummer works under Tim Tegt- -

--

r':-'Ss

S"

2p

John Plummer, whose office is in Galpin, coordinates
student organization funding, among other things.
Plummer works with the auditors
and makes sure that everything in
the office is organized and ready for
the auditors so that their job is
made easier and quicker in the long
run.
Along with taking care of his responsibilities in the Treasurer's
Office, Plummer serves as Campus Council representative for Bill

meier. Plummer is in charge of
such things as college payrolls, accounts payable (bills), student accounts receivable (tuition), faculty
accounts, and general accounts for
the College. Also, Plummer personally does a lot of work on the
general ledger such as miscellaneous transfers.
During the. summer months.

professors, 18 percent associate
professors and 42 percent assistant
professors or instructors. Students
and faculty responding represented
the fine arts (11 percent and nine
percent), natural sciencesmath
(seven percent and 25 percent), the
humanities (30 percent and 3 1 percent), social scienceshistory (39

-
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itf-cv
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-
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NEED EXTRA
MONEY FOR
SCHOOL THIS

0

ions. Further analysis and summary of this information as well
as integration of the quantitative
and qualitative data will then be on
the Library Committee's agenda
for next year. Committee mem-befor this year were: Kristin
Bacon, Don Beane, Maureen Cole,
Paul Gaus, Scott Merriman, David
Moldstad, Lewis Sage, and Pat
Rom, ex officio.

percent and 29 percent) and educationphysical education (three percent and six percent) respectively.
The questionnaire provided numerous places for written comments to be made along with the
more objective questions reflected
in this preliminary report, and
both students and professors took
advantage of this opportunities to
register their experiences and opin- -

nere.

ONE
HOT
DEAL

r
1

Ge7 TlO" Cheese
Pizza for only
$2.99

FALL?

"
1

Additional toppings are $.591
Offer valid through finals.
This offer is not valid with
I
any other offers. : I
I

J

--

I
264-980-

0

423 E. Liberty
Sun.-Thur-

4pm- - lam

s.

FrL-Sa-

t.

,

4pm-2a- m

r

Stall's Barber Shop
The Best Fkt Tops
'
In ..Wooster ,
i

Library: Committee reports on students' opinions
continued from page 10

Snoddy. In conjunction with
Campus Council, Plummer sits as
chair of the Budget Committee.
Plummer says he enjoys working with students and is always
more than willing to help other
student organizations which are
not funded through Campus Coun-c- il
organize their accounts.
After Plummer graduated in '64,
he never thought he would return
to work for the College for 24
years. Although he has enjoyed
working for the College, Plummer
did experience a rough period. In
the late 70's Plummer thought he
might want to leave Wooster. After he thought about his options,
he was "convinced that there was
something special about Wooster.
I didn't want to leave. I like the
town, I like the College, and I
couldn't ask for a better staff to
work with."
Presently, Plummer does not see
himself leaving Wooster any time
in the near future. "I don't know
what else I would like doing or
where else I would like to live as
much as I like working and living

389 W. Liberty

2643331ih

Summer Jobs

Over 50,000 summer job
WORK FOR KELLY THIS I
openings at Resorts, :
SUMMER!
Camps, Amusement Parks,
Businesses, Cruise Lines,
-- Earn Good Pay
Ranches and more in the
--Gain Valuable Experience
U.S.,
Canada, Australia, &
Enjoy a Flexible Schedule
20
other countries.
v
Call Today
Directory only
Complete
Kelly Temporary
$19.95. Don't wait till aftcd
Services
finals. Send to Summer
E.O.E MFHV
Jobs, Drawer 38039,
Not an Agency, Never a Fee
IColorado Springs, Colorado
80937.
--

1-800-64-

8-1539

m&p Tr
w

l
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displays of
Purdue avoids "public
mm
personal points ot view

Classifieds

mm

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Purdue University creative arts
director Gary Sudano removed an
eight-fopainting of Purdue President Steven C. Beering clad only
in socks from a campus gallery,
saying, "We don't provide a forum
for public displays of personal
points of view."
ot

ings of female nude figures from a
campus gallery just before the start
of a program for the parents of
s.
new
Officials at Truckee Meadows
Community College in Nevada
also removed drawings and paintings of nude figures from school
walls since January.

Grad student David Loewenstein,
who did the painting, said, "I
wanted to do something provocative. It doesn't happen enough at

first-year-

Purdue."

It happened in January at Frost-bur- g
State University in Maryland,
where Dean of Student Affairs Dr.
Alice Manicur removed two paint

As part of what seems to be a
national upsurge in the student
concern about apartheid in South
Africa, University of Virginia stud
dents gave themselves a
experience in what it's like to live
in a racially segregated country.
' On April 12, UVA's libraries,
dining halls, and building entrances were segregated to give 15 percent of the school population advantages over the rest.
Project leaders randomly divided
faculty and students into the class
groups represented in South Africa. About 75 percent were in the
oppressed majority. Ten percent
were military and 15 percent were
the elite, the class that rules the
country. Participants wore armbands to designate their class.
The effort follows activity of
activism on other
campuses. Students at Tulane,
Columbia and Purdue universities,
Wesleyan and Occidental colleges
and Massachusetts Institute of
Technology recently have issued
calls for their schools to sell off
shares in companies that do business in South Africa.
Trustees of Gettysburg College
voted February 24 to pull approximately $5.4 million out of companies connected to South Africa.
Observers dated the renewed stirrings on U.S. campuses from Nelson Mandela's release from prison
February 1 1 and the legalization of
his African National Congress.
"Nelson Mandela's release had a
lot to do with the resurgence," said
Kara Thompson, president of Purdue's Association of Black Students, which along with the African Student Association and the

as active and high profile as it was
in 1984 and 1985, but we have always fought apartheid," says Rob
Jones, project director of the New
dents.
York-base- d
American Committee
"It's true (the
movement) wasn't and hasn't been on Africa.

make a difference."

Others claim the issue never fully faded among American Stuanti-aparthe-

id

id

African-Americ-

an

Graduate Student

Association are pressing Purdue
leaders to divest.
"People have been talking about
divestment for a number of years,"
Thompson said. "His release has
given people hope that we can

one-wee- k,

marxeung project.'
and hard working.

us

on-camp-

You must be
Call Val or Myra at (800)
well-organiz- ed

592-212- 1.

a Position Now,
Summer Jobs-SecuFull and Part Time Openings.
Call Carolyn at Sanrlrid?e Hniirmpt Salads
re

ATTENTION:

8.

POSTAL JOBS!

call

Ext.

(1)602-838-888- 5,

Government

ATTENTION - HIRING!

area.

(1)602-838-888-

BUMMER CAMP

M-187- 61,

7 days

6a.m.-10p.m- .,

Call

.

For application info

Start $11.41hour!

$17,840-$69,48-

jobs-yo-

ur

5.

Ext.R-1876- 1

5,

COUNSELORS-MEN&WOME- NJ

GENERALISTS&SPECIALISTS

Two overnight 8 week camps in New York's
Adirondack Mountains have openings for tennis,
waterfront (WSI, ALS, sailing, skiing, small
crafts), all team sports, gymnastics, artscrafts,
pioneering, music, photography, drama, dance,
and nurses. We're interested in people who love
children. Men reply: Prof. Robert S. Gersten,
Brant lake Camp, 84 Leamington St.,
Lido Beach. N.Y. 11561
Sherie Aiden, Camp Point O'PinesJ
reply:
Women

first-han-

anti-aparthe-

for a

Medina-725-234-

Campus activism on South African
Apartheid on the upswing
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

Rest Fundraisers On Camrjus! Is your fraternity,
sorority, or club interested in earning $1,000.00

Brant Lake, N.Y.

148

N

WOOSTER, OH

WALNUT ST.

44691

LOCAL ART
POTTERY
JEWELRY
GIFTS
9
"THE UNUSUAL
Present this

ad for 107.
--

o-f--

Considering all of life's possibilities
could require a little insight.
Discover ECKANKAR.
You're invited to J peo.il present.i-lio- n
lv Kckankar on how lo discover
your true potential. Eckankar offers simple daily "spiritual exercises" to help
you:
gain practical everyday spiritual
guidance.
experience greater inner freedom,
confidence, and love
learn how to remember and understand your dreams for spiritual insight
understand the mysteries of life:
why your hunches are often right;
why you sometimes feel you've
lived before
understand more about yourself
and your true purpose in life .

9

f

!

CHINA ROYAL
Chinese Restaurant

Make Reservations for a
Graduation Party
1 l:30a.m.-3p.m- .,

Mon.-Fr- i.

Day of loforaation oa
ECKAHKAR
the Path of Light A Sound
Irowa. thru luy hooka, tap.
- h.ar bri.f r. vi.ua
hourly .id.o abouiaga
Sr.
- Th. Jouro.y Bob.
- Tour Uaiv.ra of Dr.aaa
Caaual giacuaaioaa

Start living your
spiritual destiny
in this lifetime!

4:30-10:30p.- m.

Saturday

12-2p.- m.,

4:30-10:30p.- m.

Sunday
Delivery on Sunday
6-9:30-

to io r.H.
Coll.g. of Uooot.r

10 A.H.

p.m.

Th

6-- 1

205 W.Liberty
264-250- 7

12815

lp.m.
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Spooaor.tf by tb Ohio Sataaag Soci.ly,
F.O. Sox O502
Coluabua. OH 43209
(800)
762-7-

68

C.at.r, Rooa 18
fiiday. MAT 4, 10 Lowry

Open donations accepted at the door.
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Men and women dominate in

Lax rebounds from four game

losing streak

Woo invitational

TOM STEFANIK
Staff Writer

SHADE WHTTESEL
Assistant Sports Editor

Over the past two weeks, the
mens lacrosse team rebounded
e
losing streak by
from a
2-On Friday, April 13,
going
the Scots hosted Rochester University. The final score was an impressive 17-- 6 victory in which
Wooster took 52 shots on goal.
Junior Andy Fox scored twice in
the first period to give Wooster a

The women won their first meet

of the year in the first sun of the
year while the men placed second
in the Wooster Invitational, held
last Saturday at home.
"The team effort on both sides
was great," said coach Dennis
Rice. "It helped to have student
and faculty support and I think the
results showed the beautiful weather and the home meet."
Phil Caputo stood out as one of
the best competitors with his victory in the 200 meter dash in 22.0
and his second place time of 10.9
(which tied the school record) in
the 100 meter dash. "Phil is really
coming into his own as an athlete,
maturity wise and attitude wise,"
commented Rice. "He's healthy-meanin- g
very foinjury free-an- d
cused on this outdoor season."
Mark Marando also won for the
Scots, leaping 21-- 6 in the long
jump to beat his nearest competitor by seven inches. Eric Dyrhsen
placed second in the triple jump
with his best leap all season pf $2- 1 12". John Hourigan (41-- 3 I2"r
also
and Brian Gallagher
jumped well, placing third and
fourth. Li the 800 meter run, Jason
Hudson placed second and ran
1:59.5. Kevin Cavanaugh placed
third in 2:01.
For the women, many individu- see Track: page 16

four-gam-

1.

4--

.'

7.

respectively.
The following Wednesday, the

0.

On Sunday, the Scots once again
handled the Quakers, defeating
In the first
them 12-- 0 and 14-earned
Jordan
game, senior John
year
ho
Ty
the
hhf. third
of

ft

:

tionally ranked Denison. The team
came out strong in the first period
but was down 6--5 at the end. Unfortunately, the Big Red were explosive in the second period and
outscored Wooster 10-The Scots played better in the
second half, but came up short.
Leading the way for Wooster were Bennett and Breen, who
each scored three times. Davidow?
scored twice while Knott, Greg
and Tate McCoy each had
one. Fox served as the team's
playmaker as he 'recorded an ina- pressive six assists. The loss put
the team's record at 6 overall
with a
conference record.
On Wednesday the Scots travelled to Oberlin to face an improv- -.
ing Yeoman team. Wooster came
away with a 0 record to raise ,
their conference record to
The
Scots were able to bold back the
Yeomen with some stingy defense
and balanced scoring. Several
players scored. Most notably, senior Geoff Belr, a .defensemen,
scored the first goal ofhis career
Junior Steve Davidow broke Frank
Windsor's single season scoring
1.

24-1- 1.

Sa-vud-

ge,

""

8--

1-

-2

16-1-

2-- 2.

.

.

Scots defeated conference rival
Wittenberg 24-- 6 in Springfield.:
Tom Bennett led the scoring with
six goals while Breen tallied three.
ilWi lUuGO 111 UUjiM&iHiCli MjUOlJi
'Davidow; Frank Knott, Chip
reCOTU.
p
jf ,
The Scots have now guaranteed a
and Steve Spitzer each had
two. The Scots outshot the Tigers winning season with a record of 6
57-3- 0
and can come away Whh1
and were supported by a
record with a vicstrong defense led by sophomore ference-winnin- g
tory over Kenyon tomorrow here
goalie Neil Hagan.
' ' ., '
On Saturday, April 21, the Scots at Woostcr at 1:30' p.m.
: :
fill I
travelled to Granville to face na- '
--

Hot-comb- e,

(

r. t

f-

:

9--

Sophomore David Bower hands off to Eric Hicks
during relay at Wooster Invitational. (Photo by
News Services)

:i"

hitting Earlham. Jim Robertson
made the most of his first start as
a Fighting Scot by holding the
Quakers to three runs in the second
game. Offense was provided on
Sunday by Wooster's first-yecatching duo: Erik Hagen was
three for three in the first game,
while Mark McKinney had two
hits, including a double in die second half of the twinbilL
On Wednesday, the team traveled
to Gambler, Ohio, to take on the
Kenyon Lords. The Lords proved
'
to be no match for Wooster as the
Scots took both ends of the double-dip
by the scores of 6 and
11-In the first game junior
Mark Bricker picked up his third
win of the year while the offensive
firepower came via sophomore
Matt Burdette (two doubles) and
senior Mike Casey, who was two
for three. In the nightcap, soph

'.;

ar

8--

4.

his first collegiate decision, hurling five innings and giving 4ip
only three runs. Senior Matt
Kevin
Hiestand and first-yesmacked two doubles
apiece, and junior Chris Bell
chipped in a double and three RBrs
while maintaining his league-leadin- g
batting average of .422.
The Scots can hang up their grey
uniforms for the time being, as the
remainder of their scheduled games
are home at Murray field. This
weekend, the Oberlin Yeomen
come to town for a three game series, followed by the Spartans of
Case Western on May fifth and
sixth. Wooster wraps up its
scheduled season by entertaining
Denison in a doubleheader on May
ninth. Take advantage of the fine
spring weather by coming out and
supporting the Scot baseball team.
Mac-Mull-

:.

f

i

--

';' 0

Season shapes up for
Wooster golf team
;

omore lefty Jeff Woller earned

ar

;y::-?z-':::u-

.

.

Scots win five straight games
The Fighting Scot baseball team
went undefeated over the past
week, picking up five crucial conference wins over Earlham and
Kenyon.
Over the weekend, the Scots
made the long trip to Earlham
worthwhile by sweeping a three
game set from the Quakers. Jason
Weiner notched his sixth win of
the season Saturday, pitching seven strong innings and striking out
nine while giving up only three
hits. Matt Shenieb spanked his
fourth home run of the year as
Wooster went on to win easily 10--

edge.
In the second period, Mike Breen
9--

(40-10- ")

NICKZYROMSKI
Guest Writer

1

and Steve Davidow each scored
twice to give Wooster a 2 lead at
the half. In the second half,
Wooster continued the domination
as they outshot Rochester 36-1Breen finished the game with five
goals while Davidow and Fox each
had four. Alan Pohoryles and
Whitney Nunn finished off the
scoring with three and one goals

--

3.

if.'

an

cold to capture tournament medal- ist honors with an even par round

DAVE MOTTICE

Guest Writer

of 71.
The College of Wooster golf
team has had an interesting season
so far. The team has enjoyed both
success and disappointment The
Scots are very competitive among
themselves, which is evident by
week in and week out shuffles
within the top eight golfers. The
Scots are in a battle right now for
a national bid. They have two remaining tournaments, including
this weekend at Allegheny, and
next week they will compete in
the NCAC tournament championships.
The Scots finished sixth at the
Navy International, ahead of many
division one teams. First-yeRandy Pitts battled the snow and
ar

Wooster then won the Wooster
Open behind tournament medalist ;
Dave Mottice who carded a round
of 73. The Scots' B team finished
'second, led by Paul Wagstaff.
,
The Scots then finished a disappointing eighth at Muskingham,
.despite a good performance by
sophomore Tim Powers. At the
Wooster Parlor Invitational the
Scots finished fourth, led by Pitts.
Last weekend the team finished
third at the CapitalDenison Tour-

nament.

Sophomore Scott

Miksch and Pitts lead the way
with rounds of 79, 72 and 78, 73
respectively. Mottice followed
close behind with rounds of 79,
74.

.

..
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Two sports stars: Belz and Hiestand
ing to try and hit the highlights.
Belzie has been the defensive MVP
in football for the past two years
and lacrosse last year. He has also
been on several NCAC conference
teams in both sports.
Hiestand has a similar record. He

When you have been at Wooster
for a while, you learn to set certain
people apart from the crowd. You
begin to know who are big people
on campus. Certain people are
able to transcend normal college
status into minor celebrity status.
Most of the time these mm
people do not even
know it, but they are su-

Way I

Geoff Belz and Matt
Heistand are two such
people. And they don't
even know it or they
don't want to admit it. I
CJ.
can't tell yet It would
be very surprising if
someone was reading this and did
not know who these two young

See

It

MITCHELL

has been MVP of the basketball
team his sophomore year and this
year and on several
men were.
teams in both sports.
To even begin to scratch the surWhat has separated these two
face on these two
you have to go all the way back to from all of the other athletes here
first year. Geoff Belz came to the at Wooster is how hard they work.
Coach Pettorini, who has coached
College of Wooster after a distincaboth athletes, commented, "Both
football
school
guished high
letMatt and Geoff have an excellent
in
and
spots
reer. He started
work ethic. At practice, you can
tered.
it,
see them working harder than anyWinter came and, as Belz tells
else. They strive to improve."
one
Coach Hind pressured him into
Both Matt and Geoff have distinplaying lacrosse to stay in shape.
"Coach Hind told me in the weight guished themselves off of the field
room that I looked fat and that I as well. Hiestand is an Academic
and has been accepted
should come out to lose weight,
and did it" to med. school already Geoff Belz
and I got
Coach Hind said that the first la- is treasurer and RA of sixth seccrosse game that Belz ever saw, he tion.
One of the most extraordinary
played in and did well. And he letthings about both of these athletes
tered his first year in lax.
Matt Heistand made a bigger is that neither one of them thinks
splash when he came to Woo. A that he has done anything more
three-spo- rt
selection than usual. Belzie said, "I can't picchose ture myself out of season. I go
Matt
Fort,
from little Old
was crazy if I don't have practice to go
He
basketball and baseball.
to."
both
freshman of the year in
Both Hiestand and Belz both said
Hiessports, an achievement that
part of their success is the fact
that
tand made light of when I talked to
that they have played team sports.
him.
To list the awards these have Belzie commented, "The members
gotten since their first years would of both teams are just good people
to be around, which takes a lot of
take this entire column. I am go
ALL-NCA- C

.

student-athelete-

Liz Richards, who began playing tennis at ten years old,
still loves the game.

s,

All-Americ-

Richards enjoys tennis
so much that she plays
as well as teaches

an

self-conscio- us

All-Oh- io

APRIL HECK
Staff Writer
Well, maybe she isn't quite another Steffi Graf. She doesn't resemble Boris Becker much, either,
Liz
but she that is, first-yeRichards has earned quite a name
for herself at Wooster. Making
her debut in college tennis this
ar

spring, Liz has successfully

n
ball,
handled that little
putting herself in the limelight as
tennis player.
Wooster' s
She began playing tennis around
the age of 10. Her mother, Liz explained, has played tennis for a
long time, and one day the two hit
the courts for fun. Liz liked the
game so much that she started taking lessons. Her lessons continued through high school, where
she competed for New Trier High
in her hometown, Northfield, Illinois. She was not really a star
player for her high school team,
with back problems nagging at her
the first three years and being seeded seventh her senior year.
lime-gree-

top-seed- ed

"That, Liz commented, "was
pretty frustrating. Only the top
six players went on to the state
tournament."
Her days of frustration, however,
came to an end when she stepped
onto the college courts. Surprising herself and fellow sports fans,
she has served and volleyed her
way to an impressive record of 9
and 3 in singles and 10 and 2 in
Eager to talk about
doubles.
Wooster' s team as a whole, Liz
added, "The team record, I think, is
10 and 5. We've all been playing
real well. I think we could do well
at the conference tournament
hopefully come in second." Their
biggest rivals will be Kenyon and
Denison at the NCAC tournament,
taking place May 4 and 5.
When this season is over, Liz
will look forward to a summer of
giving tennis lessons to children.
"I'm really excited about that," she
smiled. Beyond this summer, her
plans include returning to Wooster
to try competing on both the basketball and tennis teams, while
.

concentrating on sociology as her
major. Aside from sports and
school, other interests include being a member of a club, and, she
said with a laugh, "My boyfriend."
On the same cheerful note, Liz
concluded, saying, "I play tennis
to have fun. If it ever stopped being fun, I wouldn't be out there on
the courts.'' With the support of
family and friends, she will probably continue playing that "fun"
game of tennis. And she probably
won't hear too many complaints -'
except from the opposition.
.

Neither one of these guys considers himself a star. But they have
the utmost respect for each other.
Hiestand said of Belz, "I respect
him a great deal. I admire his concentration on the football field and
-his teammates have told
me that he is a great person
'.
to be around."
Faculty and coaches have
been a great help, according
to both of these outstanding athletes. Hiestand says
that he has also gotten lots
of support from the men of
seventh section.
When lacrosse is over,
!
Geoff Belz could very well be an
after playing the
sport for only four years. Right
now, he is looking for some place
to apply his Urban Studies degree.
When May comes to a close,
Hiestand may be playing in his
second Little College World Series
"

So The

perstars.

the pressure off."

All-Americ-

an

and

Pettorini says,

Coach

"Hiestand definitely has a chance
of being drafted."
Over my years here I have
watched both of these athletes excel. The memory I have of Belzie
was his last football game against
rival Ohio Wesyelan when OWU
had a fourth and one at our twenty;
Belzie blitz made the tackle in the
backfield to kill the drive and secure the upset victory.
I will also never forget Matt
Hiestand against Allegheny here at
Woo. With about six minutes to
go and the Scots up by six, Coach
Steve Moore chose to rest some of
his starters for the home stretch.
Moore asked Hiestand, who had
not left the game in the second
half, if he needed a rest. Hiestand
raised a fist, showing that he was
determined to stay in the game.
I wish both of these guys the
best Thanks for the memories.

The Wooster Inn
.

;

Ml

U

Waym Avxmm

WmHf, Ohio 4491

Ul

14-234- 1

Have a Good Summer!

Congratulations Seniors!

Owned and Operated by the College of Wooster
Dining Room Hours
Weekdays 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Sundays 7 a.m. - 1 1 a.m.
1 1 a.m. - 8 p.m.
1
Reservations Suggested (216)
264-234-

Student Discount
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Men's tennis, third in NCAC,
hosts tourney this weekend
ANTHONY FERNANDEZ

Staff Writer

The men's tennis team has

f.

A

A

played an up and down week as
they defeated conference foes
Oberlin and Case Western, but lost
to traditional rival Denison. The
Scots started off on Saturday with
an impressive 2 victory over
Oberlin, but Denison edged them
4 on Tuesday. Wooster bounced
back with a 0 victory over Case
Western on Wednesday.
The match against Oberlin featured five Scot victories in singles
and two in doubles. Senior Steve
Kuri started things off with a convincing straight set win at number
one singles, and sophomore Adam
Brewer added to the Scot lead with
a win at number two singles.
Senior Kevin Poor was edged at
number three singles, but sophomore Dan Rosenbaum prevailed at
number four singles. Sophomores
Anthony Fernandez and Eric Hicks
were victorious at number five and
number six singles respectively.
Doubles competition was high
7--

5--

9--

Just starting:

9--

singles, 10 - 2 doubles in

3

TABLISHED

TANDEM

first-ye-

SINCE

ar

et

match.

The match against Denison on
Tuesday was a heartbreaking loss,
mostly due to the fact that the
Scots didn't win any of the doubles
flights. Denison was down 4-- 2 after singles matches, and they
swept all three doubles flights to
take the victory.
Kuri pulled out a close three-svictory at number one singles, and
Brewer won in straight sets at
number two singles. Poor was defeated at number three singles; Dan
Rosenbaum edged his opponent in
a very close match at number four
singles. Anthony Fernandez increased the Scot lead to 1 with a
victory at number five singles, but
et

4--

PARACHUTE
Ride with am

..

--

,i

;

' EXPERT SKYDIVER

et

.

5--

.

tournament next weekend.

....

'i

-

V

Tandem Jumps
Static Line

creene:

Eric Hicks was defeated in a tight
three-smatch at number six singles.
Kuri and Brewer succumbed in a
heartbreaking three-s- et
loss at
number one doubles, after fighting
off two match points earlier in the
third set Poor and Rosenbaum
were beaten at number two doubles, and Fernandez and Hoover
were defeated at number three doubles to close out the match.
This was a close match as indicated by the 4 score, and both
teams played well," said Wooster
Head Coach Hayden Schilling. "I
must give a great deal of credit to
Denison, not only for psyching
themselves up for this match, but
for sweeping all three doubles
flights."
The Scots return to action this
weekend with the hosting of the
annual Wooster Invitational tournament.
Calvia Indiana (of
Pennslyvania), and Wittenburg are
the visiting pajrricipants. The
Scots will also" host, the JsfCAC

1961

TAKE A

SKYDIVING

lighted by victories at number one
and number three doubles. Kuri
and Brewer avenged an earlier season loss to Oberlin's number one
doubles team with a straight set
victory, and Fernandez and Bill
Hoover also prevailed in straight
sets at number three doubles.
Poor and Rosenbam dropped a
marathon at number
close three-stwo doubles to close out the

Accelerated Freefnll

COUNTY

(513) 372 -0700

iESS"01

APRIL SPECIAL

ALL MOVIES 9H
WITH COLLEGE ID

NOW THROUGH APRIL 28

BACK DOOR VIDEO
150 N. Walnut
262-826-

7

5 singles player Anthony Fernandez reaches for a forehand,diiring his
straight set victory. Fernandez's match was only one of two to end in
(Photo by Mike Pepper)
straight sets, as the Scots fell to Denison,
5-- 4.
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Sporfis Briefs

Track: Lady tracksters win six events
continued from page 13
als claimed victories both in the
field events and the running
events. Kristine Mushett won both
the discus (115) and the shotput
(33-11- ).
Susan Louis won the
1500 meter run in 5:05.93 and
Krista Hicks won the 100 meter
dash in 13.5, while placing third
(15-6- )
in the long jump and fourth
(27.9) in the 200 meter dash. Laura Mench led the women in the
long jump with her victory of 16-- 2
feet and also placed third in the
200 with her time of 27.8. Tami
Derger jumped
taking secjump.
ond in
In the 3000 meter run, Wooster
placed first, second and fourth.
Karen Aeberli led her teammates in
10:56.9. Anna Scherzer followed
in 11:07 and Beth Blakemore finished in 1 1:28.9. Jane Major ran
65.21 in the 400 meter dash, placing second, while Nettie Link

Sports Briefs are compiled by Paul Jacobus. Sports Editor.
For the sixth consecutive season in. a row,
Denison and Ohio Wesleyan will compete for the NCAC men's lacrosse championship this coming Saturday. Both teams are 11-- 2
Denison
overall and ranked nationally (OWU--4 & Denison-13- ).
tides in 1985 and 1986 but the Bishops have
claimed
grabbed the title the past three seasons....

THE SHOWDOWN:
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i
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back-to-ba-

.
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COACHING HONORS: Wittenberg men's basketball coach
Dan Hipsher, who guided the Tigers to a 30-- 2 overall record in only

V. J

his first year, came in second in the voting for the 1990 Columbus
Case Reserve's Bill
Dispatch Ohio College
received two votes to finish in a tie for 1 1th place.

Lady Scots runner fends off Oberlin runner during Wooster Invitational.
threw

87-- 8

in the javelin to take

third place.

The Scots also put together a
mile relay team and demolished
their competition, running 4:34.6
to Ohio Wesleyan's 4:50. Nichole

Podgomy, Shade WhiteseL Jenny
Johnson and Jane Major competed
on die relay,
The Wooster track team next
runs at Baldwin-Wallac- e
on April
27.

team to 3 during singles play.
with Jennifer Young, Helen Shep-arand Shannon Day making
Wooster s three points at number
three, number four and number six
singles, respectively. In doubles
the Scots showed strongest, as Liz
Richards-Estel- a
Pereira upset Oberlin 's number one doubles team,
beat the number
and Young-Da- y
three doubles team, ending the
match with a score of 4.
The team followed up their victory with another against Wittenberg, whose attempts to enjoy
their first year in the NCAC conference were foiled by the Wooster
women's strong and
play. The Lady Scots opened the
match with a bang, as Young-Da- y
doubles win
achieved a straight-sand Mandy
and Richards-Pereir- a
Langley-Shepar- d
wrested victories
from their Wittenberg oppenents
battles. The Lady
. in three-sScots' continued their domination
into singles as Pereira, Young,
Shepard, and Day all registered
wins, closing the match with a 2
winning score.
The Scots faced Ohio Wesleyan
at home in their last match of the
season and walked off the court
with an 1 victory. Richards,
Pereira, Young, Shepard, Langley,
victors
and Day were straight-se- t
in singles play, and in doubles,
3--

Oberlin, Wittenberg, and Ohio
Wesleyan.

was
The previous record, 12-held by last year's team, five
players of which returned this year
to help the team to its success.
The Lady Scots faced tough opposition in their match against
Oberlin. The Yeowomen held the
6,

The women's tennis team raised
their season tally to 13-- 6 and captured the school record for wins in
a season, ending their dual match
play with three solid victories

against conference opponents

Remaining Spring Sports
Baseball: April 28,29 Oberlin (3 games)
May 4 Tiffin (3 p.m. start)
May 5, 6 Case Western (3 games)
May 9 Denison (2 games)
All games are at home with 1 p.m. start
Golf: April 27, 28 Allegheny Invitational
May 6 NCAC Championships
May 15-1- 8 NCAA Championships
4--

Men's Lacrosse: April 28 Kenyon at home 1:30 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse: April 28 Denison at .11 a.m.
Apr 29 U. of Rochester 11 a.m.
"
May 5 Wittenberg 11:30 a.m.
Men's Tennis: Apr 27, 28 Wooster Invitational
(Wittenberg & Indiana of Pa.)
May 4,5 NCAC Championships
All at home with 3:30 p.m. starting time
Women's Tennis:
May 4 NCAC tournament at Denison
May 5 NCAC tournament at Wooster
Men's & Women's Track:
NCAC Championships at Ohio Wesleyan
Baldwin Wallace at Delaware
NCAA National Meet at Naperville, IL

d,

5--

level-head-

A FIRST: After winning the 100 high hurdles in the University
Athletic Association Championships with a time of 14.81, Case
Sheila Ballado became the first woman in the
Reserve first-yeschool's history to qualify for national competition. She also qualified for the NCAA Championships in the triple jump with a winning leap of 36'10 14"-- ..
ar

Scots win five straight games
MANDY LANG LEY
Staff Writer

Su-de- ck

Coach-of-the-Ye- ar.

15-1- 0,

the-lon- g

ck

ed

et

et

7--

SEEING THE BALL: In baseball terminology, when hitters are
on streaks the ball seems as big as a basketball and when they're
not, it looks more like the size of a marble. Well, Wooster junior
third baseman Chris Bell has seen plenty of "basketballs" come his
way this year. Currently, he leads the entire NCAC in hitting with
an average of .425
SPEAKING OF STREAKS: Wooster's women's tennis team
has moved into third place in the NCAC with victories in six out of
their last seven matches. The Lady Scots are now
in conference play

and

Shepard-Langle-

4--

2

ar

score in the school's
ment this past week was the lowest
history as well as the tournament. He finished in eighth place with a
score of 172 through 36 holes.- .18-ho-

Ie

THE DYNAMIC DUO: Wooster's Andy Fox and Steve

David-o-

currently are first and second in the NCAC in total scoring,

w

re-

spectively. Fox has totalled 33 goals and 40 assists while Davidow
has registered 42 goals and 28 assists....

MAYBE NOT: Junior attackman
Steve Davidow recently broke the school record for goals in a season, surpassing Frank Windsor's previous record of 44. However, it
may be in jeopardy because a dispute has arisen because Marietta
College, who Wooster beat earlier this year, failed to turn in a game
summary to the conference. The NCAC is expected to rule this
week whether or not Davidow's four goals during that game will be
legitimate....
SCHOOL RECORD?

NOT REALLY SPORTS: In my last edition of Sports Briefs,
I would like to extend my sincere thanks to my successor, CJ.
Mitchell. Without his help over the past two years, this job would
have been miserable. Good luck Doc

Have a Great Summer!
See you Next Year!

Flair Travel Consultants Inc.

346 E. Bowman Street

y

achieved solid wins.
The team is busy preparing' now
for their conference tournament,
held May 4 at Denison and May 5
at Wooster.

overall and

Eric Zahn's
THE SHARPSHOOTER: Case Reserve first-ye74 on the second day of the University Athletic Association Tourna-

8--

Richards-Pereir- a

12-- 6

,

(near McDonalds)

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
CALL (316)

For all your travel needs

Registered Ohio Travel Agent TA0305

264-650-
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